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INTRODUCTION 

The Voice gives your Apple the power of speech! 

The Voice speaks words which have been recorded and 
stored on vocabulary disks. Use the words in the 
Voiceis pre-recorded vocabulary or easily record your 
own words to make your Apple say anything you like. 

You can even add The Voice to your Basic programs. 
Use The Voice and discover a new dimension in Basic 
programming! 
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STARTING THE VOICE 

Load The Voice by typing PR#s (where s is the slot 
number of your disk drive) and press RETURN. For 
example, if your disk is in slot 6, type PR#6 and press 
RETURN. After t he program has successfully loaded, t he 
main menu will be displayed: 

The Demo and Santa programs are assembly language 
programs which combine color graphics with The Voice. 

The Voice Editor program is used to record, edit 
and playback your own words. 

To select and execute a program type its number and 
then press RETURN. 

Return t o  the ma�n menu from within any of the 
programs by pressing ESC. 
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THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS 

The Demo and Santa programs are demonstrations 
which repeat pre-recorded messages while displaying 
color graphics. Execute the DEMO program by selecting 
option 1 or the Santa program by selecting option 3 
from the main menu. 

As the program executes, the words will be 
displayed on the screen as they are spoken. While the 
program is running� press Q to quiet the voice, or 
press V to activate it again& 

The demonstration will repeat until one of the 
following actions interrupt it: 

Press C to interrupt the demonstration and 
display the vocabulary on the disk. Type in a phrase 
to be spoken using only the words in the vocabulary. 
Make sure there is a space separating the words. Then 
press RETURN and the program will speak your selected 
words. To return to the demonstration just press 
RETURN when prompted to 3ENTER PHRASE>'. 

Pressing I will produce the same results as C, 
but the vocabulary will not be displayed. 

Press ESC to exit to the main menu. 
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THE VOICE EDITOR PROGRAM 

The Voice Editor is 
playback words or phrases 
Apple. It is also used 
subroutines to other disks, 
by The Voice program. 

used to record, edit, and 
through the speaker of your 
to transfer words and Voice 
which have been initialized 

To enter The Voice Editor, select option 2 from the 
main menu and press RETURN. The Editor menu will be 
displayed: 

Editor options are explained in detail on the 
following pages. 
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OPTION 1. RECORD A WORD 

If the pre-recorded vocabulary of The Voice doesn't 
contain the words you want to say, you can record your 
own vocabulary! It's easy - just follow the steps 
outlined below, and with a little practice, you'll soon 
have all the words you need. 

The Voice allows you to monitor words as you record 
them and play them back immediately, so you always know 
what sound you will hear before it is saved on your 
vocabulary disk. Enter the record mode by pressing 1 

from the editor menu. The screen will display the 
message PRESS RETURN TO START RECORDING, THEN PRESS 
RETURN TO STOP RECORDING. When in the Record Mode, the 
Monitor can be turned on or off by pressing the M key. 
Follow one of the methods outlined below to record 
words on a disk using a standard cassette recorder: 

METHOD 1 - Direct Recording 

1. Make sure the monitor jack on the tape 
recorder is connected to the tape input 
jack on the back of the Apple. 

2. Place the tape recorder in the RECORD 
mode. 

3. Select option 1 from the editor menu. 

4. 

Anything spoken into the microphone�of 
the recorder will now be monitored 
through the speaker of the Apple. 

Press RETURN 
immediately 
record. 

to 
speak 

begin 
the 

recording, and 
word you want to 

5. Press RETURN to stop recording. This 
should be done immediately after speaking 
the word. 
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Aft er pressing RETURN t o  st op recording, t he word 
edit screen will be displayed. Word edit ing is 
described following the explanat ion of method 2 .  

METHOD 2 - Transferring Words from cassett e  

1. Record t he words on tape t hat you would 
like to transfer t o  The Voice. 
Experiment with several different 
pronunciations of each word so that t he 
best sounding one can lat er be saved on 
the disk. 

2 .  Connect t he monitor jack of t he tape 
recorder t o  t he t ape input jack on t he 
back of the Apple. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Select option 1 
Anything played on 
now be monitored 
t he Apple. 

from t he editor menu. 
the tape recorder will 
through the speaker of 

Place the tape recorder in the play mode. 

Press RETURN to start Voice recording. 
This should be done immediately before 
the word to be transferred is spoken. 
You may want to record signal words to 
help with the timing. 

Press RETURN to stop recording. 
should b.e done immediately after the 
word has been spoken. 

This 
good 

Several factors affect the voice quality, and 
should be considered when recording words. The tone 
and volume settings on the tape recorder may affect the 
sound of the word. Experiment t o  see which combination 
of settings is best for your recorder. Recording with 
The Voice monitor off may eliminate feedback if 
present. With The Voice, it 's easy t o  experiment to  
produce t he best sound! 
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Word Editing 

After pressing RETURN to stop recording, the word 
edit screen will be displayed. Word editing allows you 
to delete spaces or excess noise from the beginning or 
end of the word. You can also add spaces ( quiet ) to 
either end of the word so that there will be an even 
pause between words when spoken in a phrase. 

The Word Edit Screen 

The word you record will occupy a string of memory 
locations. The numbers (in hexadecimal ) shown at the 
bottom of the word edit screen represent the number of 
leading spaces, the total number of memory locations 
the word occupies, and the number of trailing spaces. 
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Word editing opt ions are described as follows: 

L Press p t o  playback t he word you have 
just recorded. 

2 .  Press + to  increase t he playback rat e. 

3. Press - to decrease t he playback rat e. 

4. Press B t o  position the editing at the 
beginning of the word. 

5. Press E t o  position t he editing at t he 
end of t he word. 

6. · Press D to delete spaces or sound·from 
the .beginning or end of the word.; A beep 
will sound if noise or a part of the word 
is being delet ed. It is sometimes 
desirable to delet e part of t he beginning 
or end of the word t o  improve t he sound. 
Deleting just one memory location from 
t he beginning or the end of a word does 
little t o  chang.e its sound. 

7. Pr es s A t o  add spaces (quiet ) t o  t he 
beginning or end of the word. 

8. Press RETURN t o  :return t o  t he edit or 
menu. 

Once t he word is edit ed t o  your satisfaction� press 
RETURN t o  exit t o  t he edit or menu and t hen select 
option 4 t o  save t he word on disk. 
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OPTION 2. PLAY BACK A WORD IN MEMORY 

Option 2 �s used to playback the first word in 
memory. There can be more than one word in memory, but 
this option will play only the first word. This is the 
same word that will be saved if you select option 4 
from the editor menu. 

OPTION 3. PLAY BACK A PHRASE FROM DISK 

Option 3 of The Voice Editor is used to speak words 
selected from a vocabulary list. To display the 
vocabulary stored on a disk select option 3 from the 
editor menu. The screen will display the vocabulary of 
available words on that disk and prompt 'ENTER 
PHRASE>'. 

Type in a few words, making sure the words are in 
the vocabulary and are separated by single spaces. For 
example� Type 1I CAN TALK' and press RETURN. 

The selected words will be loaded from the disk 
into memory, displayed on the screen, and spoken by The 
Voice. Any word not on the vocabulary list will cause 
the computer to beep once and the phrase will be spoken 
up to the missing or misspelled word. After the phrase 
is spoken, 0ENTER PHRASE >8 will be displayed again. 

After trying 
notice that only 
disk. The Voice 
before it speaks, 
loaded each timee 

several different phrases, you will 
new words must be loaded from the 

will then have little or no delay 
since fewer words will have to be 

As many words as possible are held in memory by The 
Voicej and they will be held there until more room is 
needed for additional words. When a word is 
transferred into memory its name will appear on the 
vocabulary list with a 1>1 marker next to it. 
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The available opt ions when prompt ed by 'ENTER 
PHRASE>1 are: 

Type a phrase beginning wit h a charact er ot her 
than a 1/1, 1+1, or 1-1, t o  st art a new phrase. The 
words used previously in other phrases will st ill be in 
memory in case t hey are needed. 

Type a slash (/) followed by RETURN t o  cause the 
current phrase to  be repeat ed. 

Type a slash followed by additional words to  cause 
The Voice to  speak the original phrase wit h the new 
words added on. 

Type a plus (+ ) or a minus (-) sign followed by a 
RETURN t o  repeat t he phrase at a higher (+) or lower 
(-) t one. The plus and minus keys can also be used 
within a phrase t o  change t he t one of t he individual 
words which follow it. 

Type a period (. ) preceded and followed by a space 
to  produce a pause bet ween sentences. 

Press RETURN by itself t o  return to  the edit or 
menu. 

Aft er entering a few phrases t he vocabulary list 
may not be visible. Press RETURN when asked t o  ent er a 
phrase and t he edit or menu will be displayed� t hen 
choose opt ion 3� and t he ent ire vocabulary will be 
displayed. The current phrase is still active� and can 
be spoken by typing 1/1 and RETURNo 
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OPTION 4. SAVE A WORD ON DISK 

Option 4 is used to save the first word in memory 
on a disk. Identify this first word in memory before 
saving it by using option 2. 

Select option 4 from the editor menu to display the 
prompt 'ENTER WORD>'. Type the name of the word you 
want to store on the disk. The name cannot contain any 
imbedded spaces and cannot be more than 1 2  characters 
long. After you enter the name of the word it will be 
saved on the disk and you will be returned to the 
editor menu. Saving a word by the same name as one 
already recorded on a vocabulary disk will cause the 
old word to be over-written by the new word. 

OPTION 5. SAVE ALL WORDS IN MEMORY TO DISK 

Select option 5 to save all the words in memory on 
to the disk. Words currently in memory are identified 
by a > marker when option 3 is selected. Saving all 
the words in memory at one time is useful if you want 
to transfer the vocabulary from the Voice program disk 
on to your own development disks. After using the 
Voice for a while you will probably accumulate a number 
of disks full of words that you have recorded yourself. 
When you have an application that requires a specific 
vocabulary, you can load the necessary words from your 
vocabulary disks (use option 3 or 6) and then save them 
all on the application disk by using option 5. 
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After you press 5 you will be prompted with "ENTER 
NANE >". Press RETURN without entering anything, and 
all of the words in memory will be saved on the disk, 
one at a time. If you enter a name before pressing 
RETURN� all of the words in memory will be saved on the 
disk, but all in one file together. This Multi-word 
file can be loaded just as any other word would be 
loaded from disk. After it is loaded, all of the words 
contained in it will be in memory and can be used 
without further disk access. Use the Multi-word files 
to quickly load all the words needed by a Basic program 
at one time when the program begins. 

When a Multi-word file is created� the name of the 
file will also be the name of the first word in the 
file. For example, if the individual words HELLO HOW 
ARE YOU TODAY are saved as a Multi-word file called 
"HELLO. ", then any time you load the word "HELLO. ", the 
words HELLO HOW ARE YOU TODAY would be loaded into 
memory, and could then be spoken individually. To 
speak the word HELLO by itself, type "HELLO. ". Use a 
word followed by a period as the name of Multi-word 
files so that they can be distinguished from individual 
word files. 

When words are saved on disk using option 5, the 
Voice . subroutines ("TSUBS) are automatically recorded 
on the. same disk. These subroutines are necessary for 
using the Voice from Basic programs. 
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OPTION 6. LOAD ALL WORDS FROM DISK 

Editor option 6 is used to load all or part of the 
vocabulary on a disk into memory. This is useful in 
conjunction with option 5 for transferring words from 
one disk to another. After pressing 6, any words in 
memory will be cleared, a catalog of the vocabulary 
.will be displayed, and you will be prompted to enter 
the starting word. Enter the first word to be read 
from disk. The vocabulary will be loaded into memory 
starting at that word until memory is full or until the 
end of the vocabulary list is reached. If you press 
RETURN without entering a starting word, the vocabulary 
will be loaded starting with the first word. Press 
CTRL-Q at any time to terminate word loading. 

OPTION 7 .  SORTING THE VOCABULARY 

Select option 7 to sort the vocabulary on the disk. 
The words will then be displayed in alphabetical order 
when option 3 is selected. Sorting the vocabulary will 
cause any words currently in memory to be cleared. 

+/- CHANGING THE PLAY BACK RATE 

Press the plus (+) key to increase the play back 
rate (higher tone). Press minus (-) to decrease the 
play back rate (lower tone). The play back rate is 
displayed in inverse on the right side of the menu 
display. The play back rate can be varied from a high 
of nine to a low of one. 

C TRL-Z TO CLEAR MEMORY 

Press C TRL-Z to clear all words from memory. 
Options 1, 6 and 7 also clear all words from memory. 
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OTHER VOICE EDITOR OPTIONS 

Press E when the edit or menu is displayed t o  exit 
to the word edit screen. The first word in memory can 
then be edit ed as if it had just been recorded. 
Ent ering t he word edit screen clears all but the first 
word in memory. 

Press a slash (/) from t he edit or menu and you will 
be asked t o  'ENTER PHRASE >'. This is t he same as 
selecting opt ion 3, but t he vocabulary list is not 
displayed on t he screen. From t his point you can use 
all of t he normal procedures available in opt ion 3. 

Press ESC from t he edit or menu t o  exit The Voice 
Editor program and return t o  t he main menu. 

DELETING WORDS FROM THE DISK 

To 
opt ion 
PHRASE 
name of 

delete words from a vocabulary disk, 
3 from t he edit or menu. When asked t o  
>1, t ype in 1DELETE WORD1, where WORD 
t he word t o  be deleted from t he disk. 
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INI TIALIZING DA TA DISKS 

There is a limited amount of space available on the 
program disk for storing words� so at some point words 
may be transferred to auxiliary storage disks. A disk 
must be initiali zed before it can accept any data. 

To initiali ze a disk press CTRL-I from The Editor 
menu, insert a blank disk when prompted, and press 
RETURN. The A TSUBS subroutines are automatically 
copied onto the disk during initiali zation. It will 
take approximately two minutes to initiali ze the disk 
and copy the subroutines. Disks initiali zed with The 
Voice program disk are in 13 sector format. 

Words can be transferred to an initiali zed 16 
sector disk on systems equipped with DOS 3. 3. To do 
this follow these steps: 

1. Initiali ze a 13 sector disk by pressing 
CTRL-I from the main menu. 

2. Record the words you want and save them 
on the newly initiali zed disk. 

3. Run the Apple Muffin program to transfer 
the words and Voice subroutines to an 
initiali zed 16 sector disk. 

The 16 sector disk can now be used for storing an 
Applesoft Basic program using Voice words. When 
transferring Voice words using the Muffin program� a 
conflict will occur if the name of the 'HELLO' program 
on the 16 sector disk is the same as the name of a word 
to be transferred. This conflict can be avoided by 
assigning a unique name to the 1HELL01 program. 
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USING THE VOICE IN BASIC PROGRAMS 

To use The Voice in Basic programs the desired 
words, the ATSUBS subroutines, and the Basic program 
must all be on the same disk. Use editor option 5 to 
transfer the necessary vocabulary and subroutines to 
the Basic program disk. 

Then your Basic program will be able to load The 
Voice subroutines by using a BLOAD command and activate 
The Voice by using the proper CALL commands as 
described on the following pages. When The Voice is 
activated all PRINT commands will be directed through 
The Voice subroutines and instead of printing the 
output on the screen� the output will be spoken through 
the speaker in the Apple. 

The Voice loads as many words as possible into the 
computer at one time. As new words are needed the 
Voice will automatically release unused words from 
memory to make room for the new words to be loaded from 
the disk. If a single sentence requires more words 
than can fit into open memory, the Voice will beep once 
and then speak the sentence up to the last word that 
fit in. 

Memory must be allocated properly for the program 
to executee The Voice subroutines which assemble and 
speak the program output are called ATSUBS and will 
always be loaded into memory from 8BOO to 9600 hex. 

The space from the user8s HIMEM ( must be set below 
35000) to 8AFF hex is used to store words0 Allocating 
a maximum amount of space for word storage will reduce 
disk input and increase the speed of operation. To 
allocate the maximum amount of space for word storage 
HIMEM should be set as low as possible while still 
allowing sufficient room to load the Basic program. 

The 
LOMEM 

user's program will be stored in memory from 
to HIMEM. HIMEM must be set below 35000 so it 

does not interfere with word storage. 
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The Voice will speak program output only if the 
proper memory allocations, entry points and variables 
are used in your Basic program as described on the 
following pages. 

VOICE MEMORY MAP 

DEC HEX 
49151 BFFF END OF D.OoS. 

D.o.s. 

38400 9600 BEGINNING OF D.O.S 
38399 95FF END OF VOICE SUBS 

VOICE SUBS 

35584 8BOO BEGINNING OF VOICE SUBS 
35583 8AFF END OF WORD STORAGE 

WORDS 

HIMEM+1 BEGINNING OF WORD STORAGE 
HIMEM END OF USER PROGRAM 

USER PROGRAM 

LOMEM BEGINNING OF USER PROGRAM 
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1-' 

co 

HEX 

8B49 

8B6C 

8B0 3 

8B0 6 

APPLES OFT INTEGER 

35657 

-29844 

35587 -29949 

35590 -29946 

THE VOICE ENTRY POINTS 
(Use Basic CALL) 

SUBROUTINE 

APPLESOFT BASIC VOICE START - entry point (for Applesoft programs 

I 
' 

only) that initializes The Voice subroutines. Must be called 1 
once after loading the binary subroutine file ATSUBS. 

INTEGER BASIC VOICE START - entry point (for Integer Basic 
programs only) that initializes The Voice subroutines.� Must be 
called once after loading the binary subroutine file ATSUBS. 

VOICE ON - turns The Voice on. Call this subroutine immediately 
before printing words that you want spoken. When The Voice is 
on, all BASIC Print statements will be spoken rather 'than 
displayed on the screen. 

VOICE OFF - turns The Voice off. When The Voice is turned off, 
I all BASIC Print statements will function normally and be 

displayed on the screen. I 



1-' 

1.0 

HEX 

8B12 

8Bl3 

91B9 

8Bll 

APPLES OFT INTEGER 

35602 -29934 
'-

35603 -29933 

37305 -28231 

35601 -29935 

VOICE SYSTEM VARIABLES 
(Use Basic POKE) 

VARIABLE 

PRINT - controls whether or not words are displayed on the screen 
as they are spoken. POKE a zero into the print variable to turn 
the print OFF. POKE a 1 to turn the print ON. 

SOUND - controls whether or not The Voice will speak. If the 
sound is ON, The Voice will speak the words normally. If the 
sound is OFF, the words will be read from the disk, but not 
spoken. Use this to turn the sound off and on without otherwise 
modifying your BASIC program. POKE a 1 into the sound variable 
to turn the sound ON, POKE a zero to turn it OFF. 

TONE - controls the pitch of The Voice. The tone can have a 
value from zero (high pitch) to 255 (very low pitch). The normal 
range of the tone for understandable speech is from 0 to 9. POKE 
a value into the tone variable to change the pitch of The Voice. 

ECHO - controls whether or not Voice input is displayed on the 
screen as it is received by The Voice subroutines. POKE a zero 
into the echo variable to turn the echo OFF, POKE a 1 to turn it 
ON. Normally the echo should be OFF. Turning the e.cho ON can be 
ari aid in debugging programs using The Voice, since it allows you 
to see the exact character string sent to The Voice subroutines. 



INTEGER BASIC PROGRAM EXAMPLE* 

5 REM DEFINE ENTRY POINTS 

10 VS=-29844:VN=-29949:VF=-29�46 

15 REM SET D$=CTRL-D 

20 D$=mu 

25 REM LOAD VOICE SUBROUTINES 

30 PRINT D$ ; 11BLOAD A TS UB s II 
35 REM CALL VOICE INITIALIZATION 

40 CALL VS 
45 REM CALL VOICE ON 

50 CALL VN 

55 REM SAY HELLO 
60 PRINT 11HELL011 
65 REM CALL VOICE OFF 
70 CALL VF 
99 END 

APPLESOFT BASIC PROGRAM EXAMPLE* 

5 REM DEFINE ENTRY POINTS 
10 VS=35657�VN=35587:VF=35590 
15 REM SET D$=CTRL-D 
20 D$=1111 
25 REM LOAD VOICE SUBROUTINES 
30 PRINT D$; "BLOAD "TSUBS11 
35 REM CALL VOICE INITIALIZATION 
40 CALL VS 
45 REM CALL VOICE ON 
50 CALL VN 

55 REM SAY HELLO 
60 PRINT "HELLO" 
65 REM CALL VOICE OFF 
70 CALL VF 

99 END 

* Set HIMEM:20000 before loading or entering these 
sample programs 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE 
FOR BASIC PROGRAMS USING THE VOICE 

The proper use of The Voice entry points and 
variables is essential to produce speech from a 
program. If you do have a problem, review the section 
on USING THE VOICE IN BASIC PROGRAMS and read the 
following trouble shooting guide: 

PROGRAivi HANGS UP 

1. Make sure HIMEM has been set below 35000 
before loading and running the programo Set 
HIMEM as low as possible so that you are 
still able to load the BASIC program. 

2. File "TSUBS must be loaded at the beginning 
of the program using a BLOAD command. Refer 
to the Apple D.O.S Manual for instructions 
for BLOADing a binary file. 

3. The Voice Start subroutine (35657 for 
Applesoft� -29844 for Integer ) must be CALLed 
after loading 1ATSDBS0• Refer to the BASIC 
program examples in this manual. 

4. Turn the voice OFF ( CALL voice off� 35590 for 
Applesoft� -29946 for Integer ) before 
attempting program INPUT. 

PROGRM1 WON'T SPEAK 

1. CALL voice on (35587 for Applesoft, -29949 
for Integer ) before PRINTing the words to be 
spoken. 
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2. The PRINT statement for speech cannot be 
followed by a semi-colon, because it inhibits 
the carriage return. The Voice requires a 
RETURN at the . end of each sentence to be 
spoken. Remove the semi�colon from the 
PRINT statement and rerun the program. 

3. The Voice SOUND variable is off. POKE a "ln 

into the SOUND variable (35603 for Applesoft, 
�29933 for Integer) to turn the SOUND 
variable on. 

PROGRAM BEEPS 

1. Make sure HIMEM has been set below 350 0 0  
before loading and running the program. Set 
HIMEM as low as possible so that you are 
still able to load the BASIC program. This 
will allow maximum space for word storage. 
If the program speaks only a partial sentence 
and then beeps� either a word cannot be found 
on the disk or there is not enough space to 
store all the required words in memory at one 
time. 

2o A word to be spoken cannot be found on the 
disk. Check the word after the last word 
spoken and be sure it is spelled correctly 
and is on the disk. 

3. If you can't determine whether the beep is 
caused by not enough memory or a 
missing/misspelled word look in location 8E39 
hex. If 8E39 contains 110 111 the beep was 
caused by a missing or misspelled word. If 
location 8E39 contains 110211 there is not 
enough room to store all the required words 
in memory at one time. 
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WORDS NOT PRINTED WHEN SPOKEN 

1. The Voice PRIN T variable is off. POKE a 11111 
into the PRIN T variable (35602 for Applesoft� 
-29934 for Integer) to turn the printing on. 

WORDS PRIN TED TWICE 

1. The Voice ECHO variable is onQ POKE a 11011 
into the ECHO variable (35601 for Applesoft� 
-29935 for Integer) to turn the ECHO off. 

D.O.S FILE LOADING COMMANDS ARE PRINTED 

1. Turn off the printing of D.O.S commands with 
a 11NOMON I20$C11 command at the beginning of 
your program® Refer to the Apple D.O.S. 
manual for more information about the NOMON 
co�nd. 

DISK I /O ERRORS WHEN READING WORDS 

1� Reading words directly from The Voice program 
disk with a BASIC program will produce disk 
I/0 errors. The necessary wordB must be 
transferred to the Basic program disk by 
using The Voice editor option 5. Option 5 
also copies the binary file 11"'TSUBS" to the 
Basic program disk. Word� on The Voice 
program disk can only be read from programs 
on The Voice disk. 
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CHANGING THE DEMO MESSAGE 

The message spoken in the Demo program can be 
changed to speak anything you like using the Muse 
Super-Text program. Use Super-Text to build a file of 
the sentences to be spoken by the Demoj but make sure 
you follow these rules: 

1. Use a RETURN �n Super-Text to start new 
sentences for the Demo. 

2. Type in words to be spoken by The Voice 
Demo. Words must be separated by spaces� 
and must be recorded on The Voice program 
disk. 

3. Use a period ( . ) preceded and followed by 
a space to produce a pause when the text 
is spoken. 

4. The last character in the file must be a 
RETURN character. 

5. After the file is created, insert The 
Voice program disk ( while Super-Text is 
still running) and u�e the Super-T�t 
Save command ( CTRL-S ) to 2ave the file on 
The VQice diske When asked to enter the 
file I or name to be saved� type in the 
name @DID-10 TEXT and press RETURN G The 
new Demo Text will be written on your 
Voice diske 

When 
run� the 
repeated. 

The Voice 
new '"''DEMO 

disk 
TEXT 

is reloaded and the Demo is 
file will be spoken and 

The Santa message can be changed� by using the 
above procedure for the file ASANTA TEXT. 
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MORE MUSE SOFTWARE 
-DISK SOFTWARE-

SUPER-TEXT 40/80-Ease of use and power
ful features put Super-Text 40/80 in a class by 
1tself. Create, edit. merge and print files of any 
kind. Features 80 column screen (using an 80 col
umn board). page headers and footers, math 
mode. preview mode, and split screen. The most 
professional program you can own. Uses lower 
case adapter or 80 column board. (48K, $175.00)A 

SUPER-TEXT 40/56/70-When you want to 
choose from 40, 56 or 70 column screen display 
without adding extra hardware, this Super-Text is 
the answer. You get the efficiency and elegance 
of Super-Text, plus a design mode for designing 
characters in cursive or with foreign language ac
cents! The most flexible Super-Text-no additional 
hardware required! (48K, $125.00)A 

ADDRESS BOOK-The BEST mailing list pro
gram for the Apple! Store 700 addresses per disk. 
Select by record contents for viewing, label print
ing or automatic phone dialmg. Quickly sort the file 
in any order. (48K, $49.95)A 

FORM LETIER MODULE-Solve your 
toughest business correspondence problems. Use 
Super-Text to create a letter, then send a person
alized copy to everyone on your Address Book 
Mailing List. Menu driven for easy user operation. 
Advanced features allow piecing together complex 
documents such as leases or contracts. (48K, 
$59.95)A 

D ATA P LOT -Easily create and modify a wide 
variety of full color graphic representations of 
numerical information. Individual or cumulative 
plots of data files in bar chart or line graph format. 
Pie charts too. Save any plot as a hi-res 'picture' 
for later recall. (48K, $59.95)A 

U-DRAW li-lt's easy to create hi-res shapes, 
then rotate, expand or move them with U-Draw II. 
Layout floor plans, arrange furniture or draw any 
shapes_ Save them on disk and use them in your 
Basic programs. (32K, $39.95) 

ROBOTWAR-A classic programming game in 
which you write a special Battle Program for your 
robot in a true battle of wits with the demo robots 
or robots designed by other combatants. Debug 
your robot on the cybernetic test bench, then 
watch how your robot fares in a futuristic gladiator 
battle royale. (48K, $39.95)A 

A BM ( Anti-Ballistic Missile)-Cornmand 
your launch sites to fire ABMs to save the US 
from enemy nuclear attack. Position your cross
hairs to destroy the streamers before they blast 
your cities or turn 1nto MIRV multiple warheads. 
Hi-res color graphics, sound, high score to date 
memory, paddle or joystick control. (48K, $24.95)A 

E LEMEN T ARY M A TH-Interactive lessons in 
elementary addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division are presented on 9 skill levels. Exten
sive color graphics and computer voice maintain 
student irterest and reinforce basic concepts. Stu
dent scores stored on disk can be accessed only 
by the teacher. (48K, $39.95) 

THE VOICE-Easily record, edit and playback 
words or phrases through the Apple speaker. 
Record your own vocabulary, then add speech to 
your BASIC programs using Print statements_ 
Guaranteed the best, easiest to use speech soft
ware. (48K, $39.95) 

APPILOT 11-Designed for educators and 
courseware developers, this high level program
ming language takes advantage of all the Apple 
features_ Easy to use hi and low-res graphics. 
Light Pen input, sound and color let you create 
high-interest interactive lessons. (48K, $99.95) I 

BEST OF MUSE CASSETTES-Five of our 
most popular cassette games on one disk. In
cludes Escape, Music Box, Maze Game, Tank War 
and Side Shows. Hours of entertainment at a bar: 

gain price I (32K, $39.95) 

CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN-An action adven
ture game demanding fast thinking and quick 
manual response. You have been captured by the 
Nazis and brought to the Castle. Your mission: find 
the hidden war plans and escape Castle Wolfen
stein alive. An unlimited variety of castle lay-outs 
is generated. (48K, $29.95) 

FIREBUG-Can you succeed at a test of fire? 
Guide your mechanical Firebug through an in
creasingly challenging five-level maze, using your 
Apple keyboard or joystick. A fuse is burning 
behind your Firebug, so your time is short! (48K, 
$24 95) 

F R AZZLE-You are commanding a Frazzle 
Force Ship, when alien Beasties suddenly sur
round you and attack! Avoid Beasties and the 
force field around you as you drop ammunition to 
destroy the aliens I (48K, $24.95)A 

THE CUBE SOLUTION-Master the cube 
with The Cube Solution. Display your scrambled 
cube on the screen and follow screen directions to 
solve it. List each move on your printer, and you 
can continue in your spare time I Colorful graphics 
and easy commands make it a pleasure to solve 
your cube I (48K, $24.95)A 

I Requires Integer Basic 
A Requires Applesoft ROM 

Ask for MUSE quality Software at your nearest Apple dealer or contact: 

MUSE Software 
347 N. Charles St. 

Baltimore, MD 

(301)659·7212 
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